Silent Echo

Not much could drag Jim Booker out of a
peaceful, if lonely, retirement and back to
late nights, crime scenes, and chases. Jim
Booker is done with detective work and
would just like to enjoy a cup of coffee on
a sunny day. But when an old friend shows
up with a case about an old flame, Booker
cant say no.What starts as a missing
persons case soon delivers more than he
bargained for, and when Bookers own past
offers clues, its clear that no one else can
solve this mystery. But theres a catch:
Booker was given six months to live eight
months ago.J.R. Rain shows us that when it
seems theres nothing left to live for, theres
also nothing left to lose. His characters will
take a chance on danger, doubt, even an
unlikely romance?as long as they get a cup
of coffee first.
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